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Cookies were a natural progression for Dave. On the opening team at SingleThread Inn he baked

the cookies guests received in their rooms. His grandfather operated a renowned bakery in

Brooklyn back in the 80’s. Plus, he’s always had a huge sweet tooth. His friends loved the cookies,

so Dave started selling on a small scale, to friends and family. He spent a lot of time perfecting the

first chocolate chunk cookie (now known as The OG).

Drawing on his French Laundry experience, he used the Thomas Keller method to its utmost

(cooking is a series of small steps, every step must be executed perfectly for a perfect product) over

a period of three hot months during the pandemic summer. He began sourcing the best of the best

fair trade and organic ingredients from companies with a conscience. Mo was one of Dave’s first

customers. He bought and ate all 12 cookies in one sitting. To make sure he wasn’t dreaming, he

talked his neighbor into eating one herself. Her response?

"DAMN!"

Mo thought Dave should turn this into a business, so he texted him as much, and the rest is

history. Together, Mo and Dave have developed Best Damn Cookies into what it is today. A

company focused on elevating the humble cookie into a well respected culinary tradition. When

talking about food and wine, ingredients and farmers are at the forefront. When it comes to

pastries, not so much. Our goal at Best Damn Cookies is to treat the cookie with the same level of

respect as an heirloom bean, heritage chicken, or full bodied red.

We have found consumers, when informed, reward businesses who engage & participate in open

dialogue with their communities. Partnering with Best Damn Cookies is a natural progression for

businesses who wish to focus on these long term environmental concerns.

WHO WE ARE

Best Damn Cookies is the passion project of Chef Dave Dreifus 
 (formerly Per Se, The French Laundry, SingleThread Farms). Like
so many chefs, Dave found himself out of work in the wake of
COVID-19 and began baking cookies to cheer up his industry
friends. 

We're a pop up that tells
stories through pastry



OUR COOKIES

We spend an inordinate amount of time researching every ingredient to find the

best supply chain available to us. This includes a variety of factors such as quality

of ingredient, fair labor standards and sustainable farming practices. Each

ingredient is exhaustively rated against our own stringent grading system to ensure

max deliciousness. 



THE OG

THE OG (50G)

Available fresh, frozen or as cookie dough.

If ordered frozen, cookies can be brought to room temperature quickly in

any conventional commercial heating device.

Can be refrigerated for up to 8 days. 

Can be ordered as frozen cookie dough for orders >1000+. We will send

production instructions and a video how-to guide. Partners must be able

to demonstrate the ability to properly make, package & distribute

pastries in accordance with BDC quality standards.

Technique-driven and ingredient-focused, our flagship chocolate chunk

cookie tells our whole story in a single bite. We let it speak for itself!

INGREDIENTS
Fair Trade Chocolate

Grass Fed Butter 

Fair Trade Vanilla

Pasture Raised Eggs

Organic Sugar Blend

Organic Flour

Sea Salt

Baking Soda

PRICING
50x - $4.20

100x - $4.15

500x - $4.00

1000x - $3.75



KERALA

KERALA (50G)

Available fresh, frozen or as cookie dough.

If ordered frozen, cookies can be brought to room

temperature quickly in any conventional commercial

heating device.

Can be refrigerated for up to 8 days. 

Can be ordered as frozen cookie dough for orders >1000+.

We will send production instructions and a video how-to

guide. Partners must be able to demonstrate the ability to

properly make, package & distribute pastries in accordance

with BDC quality standards.

Spices are sourced through Diasporaco in order to ensure

our supply chain is free of non-ethical practices.

A love marriage between intensely aromatic Indian spices &

tart American cranberries make this elevated take on the

traditional oatmeal raisin cookie perfect for a cup of chai.INGREDIENTS
Organic Oats

Fair Trade Cardamom

Organic Dried Cranberries 

Pasture Raised Eggs

Grass Fed Butter

Organic Sugar Blend

Fair Trade Vanilla

Organic Flour

Sea Salt

Baking Soda 

PRICING
50x - $4.20

100x - $4.15

500x - $4.25

1000x - $3.75



KELP!

KELP!  (50G)

Available fresh, frozen or as cookie dough.

If ordered frozen, cookies can be brought to room

temperature quickly in any conventional commercial

heating device.

Can be refrigerated for up to 8 days. 

Can be ordered as frozen cookie dough for orders >1000+.

We will send production instructions and a video how-to

guide. Partners must be able to demonstrate the ability to

properly make, package & distribute pastries in accordance

with BDC quality standards.

Premium Japanese nori delicately adds a note of umami to

underscore creamy white chocolate morsels and the nutty

crunch of walnuts. A fan favorite.

INGREDIENTS
Nori

Fair Trade White Chocolate 

Organic Pecans

Pasture Raised Eggs

Grass Fed Butter

Organic Sugar Blend 

Fair Trade Vanilla

Organic Flour

Sea Salt 

Baking Soda

PRICING
50x - $4.20

100x - $4.15

500x - $4.00

1000x - $3.95



PINOLE

PINOLE (50G)

Available fresh, frozen or as cookie dough.

Gluten-free

If ordered frozen, cookies can be brought to room temperature quickly in

any conventional commercial heating device.

Can be refrigerated for up to 7 days. 

Can be ordered as frozen cookie dough for orders >1000+. We will send

production instructions and a video how-to guide. Partners must be able

to demonstrate the ability to properly make, package & distribute

pastries in accordance with BDC quality standards.

Spices are sourced through Sobre Masa in order to ensure our supply

chain is free of non-ethical practices.

10% of all sales go directly to save ancient corn varietals in Mexico

through Fundación Tortilla

A nostalgic take on traditional Oaxacan street fare and flavors, this gluten-

free cookie is dedicated to saving ancient corn varietals on the brink of

extinction.

INGREDIENTS
Roasted Corn 

Chile de Arbol

Organic Canela

Organic Mango

Farm Raised Eggs 

Grass Fed Butter

Organic Cane Sugar

Sea Salt

Baking Soda

PRICING
50x - $4.15

100x - $4.10

500x - $3.95

1000x - $3.80



LEVANTE

LEVANTE (50G)

Available fresh or frozen.

Vegan

If ordered frozen, cookies can be brought to room temperature quickly in

any conventional commercial heating device.

Can be refrigerated for up to 7 days. 

Spices are sourced directly from importers in order to ensure our supply

chain is free of unthical practices.

A vegan cookie with a dizzying array of complex flavors highlighted by a pop

of handmade espresso salt and toasted sesame seeds. Truly unique.

INGREDIENTS
Organic Tahini

Organic Sesame

Fair Trade Espresso 

Espresso Salt

Organic Agave

Organic Sugar Blend

Organic Flour

Sea Salt 

Baking Soda

PRICING
50x - $4.15

100x - $4.10

500x - $3.95

1000x - $3.80



HOLIDAY

HOLIDAY (23G)

Available fresh or frozen.

If ordered frozen, cookies must return to room temperature

naturally in order to maintain texture & composition. Can

not be warmed in any heating device.

Can be refrigerated for up to 9 days. 

Roasted pumpkin seed caramel and toasted seeds top delicately

spiced shortbread will make you rethink the flavors you

associate with holidays.

INGREDIENTS
Pumpkin Seeds

Organic Cloves 

Organic Ginger

Organic Olive Oil 

Organic Cane Sugar

Fair Trade Vanilla

Organic Flour

Sea Salt

PRICING
50x - $2.00

100x - $1.95

500x - $1.85

1000x - $1.75



COFRESÍ

COFRESÍ  (50G)

Available fresh or frozen.

If ordered frozen, cookies can be brought to room temperature quickly in

any conventional commercial heating device.

Can be refrigerated for up to 8 days. 

If ordered frozen, cookies will incorporate lime zest into the cookie

batter itself.

If ordered made fresh, cookies will be finished with fresh lime zest prior

to packaging.

What better way to celebrate a Puerto Rican pirate famous for forcing his

crew to imbibe pina coladas then to make the world’s first cocktail cookie? 

INGREDIENTS
Organic Pineapple

Dark Rum

Organic Allspice

Coconut Sugar

Coconut Oil

Angostura Bitters

Organic Almonds

Organic Cloves

Organic Lime

Organic Ginger

Organic Sugar Blend

Grass Fed Butter

Pasture Raised Eggs

Baking Powder

Montauk Sea Salt

PRICING
50x - $4.60

100x - $4.50

500x - $4.25

1000x - $4.15



AMORO

AMORO (3”  HEART)

Available fresh or frozen.

If ordered frozen, cookies must return to room temperature naturally in

order to maintain texture & composition. Can not be warmed in any

heating device.

Can be refrigerated for up to 4 days. 

Amoro is only available to partners/locations within 10 miles of our

bakery in Williamsburg, Brooklyn due to the fragile nature of tempered

chocolate.

Valentine’s Day blood orange variant is only available during February

for quantities <500

Can be ordered (made-to-order) for quantities >500 using seasonal

ingredients depending on the time of year (jam flavor will vary).

Inquiries can be made directly via email

(wholesale@bestdamncookies.co). We require a minimum of two weeks

advance notice due to the difficulty required in creating this cookie.

Seasonal marmalades are also available in made-to-order quantities.

Please inquire directly by email (wholesale@bestdamncookies.co).

Handcrafted heart-shaped linzers filled with homemade pomegranate blood

orange marmalade & dipped in milk chocolate by a master chocolatier. The

cookie that went viral.

INGREDIENTS
Organic Hazelnuts

Organic Almonds

Blood Orange

Fair Trade Chocolate

Pasture-Raised Eggs

Organic Cane Sugar

Grass Fed Butter

Organic Flour

Baking Powder

Sea Salt

PRICING
50x - N/A

100x - $4.85

500x - $4.75

1000x - $4.65

mailto:wholesale@bestdamncookies.co
mailto:wholesale@bestdamncookies.co


SOCIÉTÉ

SOCIÉTÉ (50G)

These cookies are shelf-stable for up to one month.

We make variants utilizing seasonal ingredients available

throughout the year depending on sourcing availability.

Please let us know if you’d like to be the first to know when

new types of Société biscotti are available.

These cookies can be white-labeled with a unique recipe

developed just for your company or brand. If this interests

you, please inquire further by email and include the

ingredients you wish to use

(wholesale@bestdamncookies.co).

Indulge in these addicting browned butter-forward and almond

biscotti's perfect for your morning coffee, afternoon tea or a

late-night treat. 

INGREDIENTS
Fair-trade Cinnamon

Pasture-Raised eggs

Amaretto

Organic Cane Sugar

Organic Lemon

Fair-Trade Vanilla Extract

Organic Flour

Baking Powder

Flaked Sea Aalt

PRICING
50x - $1.20

100x - $1.15

500x - $1.10

1000x - $1.00

mailto:wholesale@bestdamncookies.co


We look forward to partnering with
you in the sweetest of ways 

CONTACT
53 Broadway Williamsburg, Brooklyn 11249

hello@bestdamncookies.co

(929) 376-7992


